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ABSTRACT As an urban new-type public space, Fang Suo Commune has become an important place for cultural,
leisure and consumption activities of urban residents in the context of mass leisure and postmodern consumption.
The existence and development of Fang Suo as a unique space are worthy of in-depth analysis given the fact that
physical bookstores are declining. This article interprets the unique combination of spaces of Fang Suo, and
analyzes the structure of the space itself, features of different consumer groups and their interactions with the
space through observation and interview from an anthropological perspective. It has been found that Fang Suo has
the multiple attributes of a cultural space, consumption space and leisure space for its multimode fusion and spatial
design, and the spatial consumption behavior of people is making the boundary of space form vague while shaping
space form. The social significance shown in space consumption needs further exploration.
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INTRODUCTION

With the integration of mass leisure and post-
modern consumption, people’s lifestyle, con-
sumption concept and social relations are un-
dergoing great change while leisure and con-
sumption are an increasingly important part of
people’s social life (Shen 2016). Leisure and con-
sumption are often inseparable (Xu 2001). Diver-
sified urban public spaces provide places for
people’s leisure, consumption, and social net-
working (Stobart et al. 2007). As socially con-
structed places of practice (Lian 2003), emerging
new public spaces are often creating and commu-
nicating new lifestyles or cultural consumption
trends (Kung-Hung 2004). Therefore, research on
public spaces and human beings practices can
often provide certain insights into the social real-
ity and the research results often can be applied
into the process of the public policymaking.

As a public cultural space, the bookstore
plays an important role in urban culture and lei-
sure, and is a symbol of urban culture and taste
of life (Zhou 2012). Currently, physical book-
stores are declining in cities, but a number of
new-type independent bookstores with a unique
style and “idealist color” are still playing a role
in urban cultural and leisure life. These indepen-

dent bookstores are often “more than book-
stores”, and their functional diversity caters for
people’s multilayer needs for leisure experiences
and cultural products in this age of postmodern
consumption. As the subject matter of this arti-
cle, Fang Suo Commune (“Fang Suo” for short)
is a typical example. Located at TaiKoo Hui, one
of the highest-end commercial complexes in
Guangzhou City, Fang Suo integrates booksell-
ing, aesthetic life, coffee, exhibition and apparel,
and is defined by the founder as a “space shared
by cultural creators”. It has drawn extensive at-
tention since its opening, and has now become a
“brand of space” that is attracting more and more
people. Corresponding to Fang Suo’s multimo-
de operations, its consumer activities are also
diversified. For a “bookstore” as a new-type ur-
ban cultural and leisure space, functions like
coffee and exhibition make the space more com-
plex. Currently, academic studies on bookstores
focus on the business mode of bookstores it-
self, and rarely analyze them from the perspec-
tive of space. Some studies position Fang Suo
as a cultural micro-space, and discuss the con-
struction of cultural space, and consumer per-
ceptions and identification in official discourse
(Xie et al. 2014). This article attempts to restore
the multiple attributes of the Fang Suo space.

The initial understanding of space by people
originated from sensory perceptions of its loca-
tion (Zhang 2007), and things must be attached
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to space to exist (Zhang 2010). The Marxist out-
look on space looks at the social attribute of
space while recognizing its natural attribute (Liu
1998). In the 1970s, with the cultural turn of ge-
ography (Tang 2005; Sun et al. 2014) and the
spatial turn of sociology (He 2006), the social
nature of space has been valued by scholars
gradually. Space is no longer an “empty” area,
but has become a social being (Li 1987). Space is
the source of social behavior and also a product
of social relations (Ling et al. 2015.). Harvey
(1989) also thinks that the definition of space
has to be realized through social practice. Space
studies have acknowledged that space is a whole
of people-space interactions (Gerhard 2016),
where people are the subject of space activities,
while space is the result of and in turn shapes
people’s behavior (Zhang 2005). Accordingly,
space design is the design of people’s behavior
(Souma et al. 1986).

Space is of social nature, as “space is filled
up with social relations” (Bao 2003). People in a
space form an overall image of the space through
perceptions and experiences in the space, and
thereby produce mental or spiritual meanings.
The social significance carried by a space de-
pends greatly on feelings of its users (Bao 2006).
Therefore, people and their practices should not
be ignored in the interpretation of space. With
the rise of urban anthropology, anthropologists’
care for rural areas is extending gradually to nu-
merous urban phenomena. An anthropological
perspective has natural advantages in interpret-
ing the Fang Suo space on a microscopic level,
especially for urban new-type public spaces like
Fang Suo and the spatial behavior of its con-
sumer population (Tian et al. 2015).

METHODOLOGY

Research Subjects

Fang Suo has a unique geographic location
on the basement floor of TaiKoo Hui in the Tian-
he Central Business District, Guangzhou. TaiK-
oo Hui is a world-class premium development
integrating leisure, entertainment, commerce and
cultural appreciation, designed by the world-fa-
mous architectural firm Arquitectonica (ARQ) and
managed by Swire Properties. The whole project
consists of a large shopping mall, two Class A
office buildings, and Guangzhou’s first Manda-

rin Oriental hotel. Fang Suo is the first multifunc-
tional bookstore running in a premium shopping
mall in Mainland China.

Fang Suo has a gross floor area of 1,800 m2,
including a bookstore (500 m2), an aesthetic life
zone for showing and selling creative works (400
m2), an exhibition space (260 m2), an EXCEPTION
de MIXMIND store (250 m2), a cafe (90 m2), a
gallery and a floral zone (Zhou 2013). Fang Suo
is partitioned by theme, where the aesthetic life
zone shows and sells creative works, including
Japanese handicrafts and paper paintings, and
handmade ware from Italy and Spain, the “green
floral zone” shows and sells fresh, vivid potted
plants, the “EXCEPTION de MIXMIND store”
sells apparel of the EXCEPTION de MIXMIND
brand, the cafe is decorated in a concise Japa-
nese style, and offers coffee, snacks and other
food, and the “exhibition zone” is an area for
artistic and cultural exhibitions, salons, and oth-
er similar events. The diversification of the space
meets diverse consumer leisure needs. Although
it is multifunctional, the main part of Fang Suo is
still the bookstore that runs through the whole
space. Fang Suo has over 110,000 books that are
chosen for niches. For this reason, over half the
books at Fang Suo fall into the category of art
and design, while other books cover human cul-
ture, social sciences, audio and video, life and
business. About forty percent of the books are
published in Taiwan or original foreign books,
which contrasts sharply to other bookstores.

The name “Fang Suo” came from the phrase
“a fixed place of residence” of Xiao Tong, a writ-
er of the Liang dynasty, implying a home for
scholars and people of refined taste. Consistent
with its name, Fang Suo is positioned as a place
aspired internally by all people who understand
that culture creates life, and oriented to readers
with basic attainment in literature and human
culture. In addition, Fang Suo is a dynamic space
for cultural activities. Weekly “Creator Live” is a
space for knowledge sharing and cultural ex-
changes. A number of writers and artists would
hold such events as speech, book signing and
selling and artistic forum here to gather people
who love culture and sharing. At Fang Suo, the
unique, diverse spatial arrangement, exquisite
design, well-chosen books and cultural philoso-
phy interact with one another, attracting more
and more consumers.
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Research Process and Methods

In this study, various empirical materials have
been collected using anthropological methodol-
ogy like “cases, personal experiences, reflec-
tions, life histories, interviews, and observatory,
historical, interactive and visual texts”. These
materials describe the people’s daily lives, and
stages and meanings worthy of exploration (Cre-
swell 2006; Tian 2015; Tian et al. 2015).

In the early stage of this study, online infor-
mation was collected and compiled from
site.douban.com/122554, weibo.com/fangsuo-
commune, and media reportage. The intermittent
fieldwork lasted for over a month, and took place
during February 15th to 20th and August 15th to
24th, 2014 mainly. Before and after the above two
periods, the author visited Fang Suo as a con-
sumer to gain personal experiences on cultural
and leisure activities at Fang Suo, including read-
ing, exhibition, lecture and coffee. During the
survey, information was collected using the meth-
ods of observation, general interviews and in-
depth interviews.

For observation, Fang Suo’s spatial design
and arrangement, spatial composition and con-
figuration, and other physical and environmen-
tal elements were observed, people in the space
and their activities observed in a non-participa-

tory manner, and observation results recorded
both graphically and textually (photo taking is
not allowed at Fang Suo, so there is no photo-
graphic record) to analyze the space form of Fang
Suo and the general pattern of human activities
in this space. For general interviews, a semi-struc-
tured outline was used and 14 customers were
covered, all interviewed for over 30 minutes.

Two staff members at Fang Suo and two loy-
al customers were interviewed in depth for over
60 minutes each. In addition, a two-hour focus
group was held. The focus group included the
Fang Suo Operations Director, Assistant Direc-
tor, and two university scholars and research-
ers. The two management members of Fang Suo
have frequent contacts with the founder, and are
more familiar with Fang Suo’s culture, spatial
design and consumer population. One scholar is
a friend of the founder, and has a good under-
standing of the intention of founding Fang Suo,
while the other scholar is accomplished in space
research. See Table 1 for the information of the
respondents.

 This study treats the information obtained
with an open attitude in an attempt to learn the
in-depth structure of the subject and find out
true meanings behind the appearance. All inter-
views in this study were recorded using a re-
cording pen, and all records were transcribed into

Table 1: Information of respondents

Method No. Gender Age Occu- Edu- Method No. Gen- Age Occu-  Edu-
pation  cation der  pation  cation

Focus M1 Male ~40 Senior Master Interview C6 Female 23 Employee Bachelor
Group executive of a  real

at Fang Suo  estate
company

M2 Female ~25 Middle Bachelor C7 Female 24 Planner Bachelor
executive at of a real
Fang Suo estate

company
S1 Female ~45 Scholar Doctor C8 Male 23 Student Master
S2 Female ~35 Scholar Doctor C9 Male 25 Student Master

Interview E1 Female 26 Coffee Bachelor C10 Male 23 Tourism Bachelor
director planner

E2 Female 25 Book editor Bachelor C11 Male 23 I T Bachelor
C1 Male 24 Student Master C12 Male ~45 Interior Bachelor

designer
C2 Male 25 Student Master C13 Female 22 Student Bachelor
C3 Male 23 Company Bachelor C14 Female 35 Sales- Bachelor

employee  person
C4 Male 24 Student Master C15 Female 27 Company Bachelor

employee
C5 Female 25 Student Master C16 Female ~30 Company Bachelor

employee

(The respondents are grouped as follows: customers-C, management members-M, employees at the store-E,
scholars-S)
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text with 70,000 Chinese characters. The infor-
mation was analyzed using the strategy devised
by John W. Creswell (2006) as outlined next.

1. Reviewing the information: Browsing all
interview records to get preliminary ideas
and perceptions

2. Recording reading findings: Writing down
and summing up findings, views and reac-
tions after reading

3. Understanding the information in depth:
Reading the interview records thoroughly
to reflect true meanings to be expressed by
the respondents

4. Sorting out and conceptualizing categories
and keywords based on the interview
records

5. Simplifying the information by categorizing
it and removing unnecessary items

6. Arriving at a conclusion by finding con-
nections between different categories by
reference to relevant theories.

FINDINGS  AND  DISCUSSION

Panoramic Interpretation of the Space

Fang Suo is opened at TaiKoo Hui, and con-
trasts sharply to the prosperity of this paradise

of luxuries. In the bookstore, the warm gray matte
dry-stone floor creates a quiet atmosphere. On
the right is a wrinkled brown wall, and on the left
is the EXCEPTION de MIXMIND store. The
space between them is a long exhibition space
built with bearing columns. The main part of Fang
Suo is still the bookstore, in an “enclosed house”
arrangement like Hakka earth buildings. Nearly
100 three-meter-high bookshelves form a spatial
passage as the reading corridor, giving readers a
sense of abundance when books surround them.
Thus, the space creates a feel of time extension
and space exploration. In the middle of the corri-
dor, wooden square tables are arranged alternate-
ly, and have recommended books for readers.
Further inward is a concise Japanese-style café
that is surrounded by several arcs, and there are
20 tables and 65 chairs in this limited space,
where the coffee tables are mostly provided with
two or three chairs. On the right is the creative
artwork zone that includes textiles, paper prod-
ucts, creative stationary and toys, where each
commodity is endowed with a short but profound
brand story. For some consumers, “This is more
like an exhibition space of artworks.” (C2) The
general spatial layout of Fang Suo has been
drawn based on observation (as shown in Fig.1).

Fig. 1. General layout of the Fang Suo space
Source: Authors’ fieldwork notes
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It can be seen from the layout that though
the overall space of Fang Suo is partitioned, it is
irregular, where different zones support one an-
other and space functions are interwoven. Such
a feature further supports the organic integra-
tion of the whole space, and also “guides” con-
sumers who walk inside with “changing scenes”,
thereby fully engaging them.

The drawn map is obviously unable to
present the real spatial aesthetics of Fang Suo,
and even real photos shot by a camera cannot
express the unique atmosphere and form of the
Fang Suo space. As a student reader said, “The
sense of space of Fang Suo can be experienced
in person.” (C9) The stylist yet simple spatial
design is coupled with soft background music
and slightly dim light to create a spatial atmo-
sphere that makes everything look harmonious.
The harmony and comfort of the whole space
brings a kind of spatial enjoyment to consumers.
“Fang Suo is different in that its environment
makes people feel warm and enjoyable,” (C1)
“The appearance is classical, grand, concise
yet modern, and the interior combines classics
with fashion and is full of aesthetic details,”
(C2) “The environment is comfortable, and the
low-keyed gray coffee interior color is relax-
ing.” (C3) When consumers are attracted by this
comfortable and aesthetic atmosphere, and fully
immersed in the unique space of Fang Suo, the
consumption of space occurs naturally. The Fang
Suo space brings a pleasant experience to con-
sumers itself, and its attraction is undoubtedly
an impetus to consumption.

Diversified Space: Integration of Cultural,
Leisure and Consumption Spaces

The Fang Suo space form has become a com-
plex combination of spaces due to its diversity
in function and design, and the things contained
in it involve different aspects of cultural con-
sumption, leisure and even daily life of modern
urban residents. For this reason, the Fang Suo
space is diversified, in which diversified func-
tions integrate and overlap. In addition, a space
is a reflection of activities of people in it, and
different activities correspond to different space
forms. This article will analyze the combination
of diversified spaces of Fang Suo from the per-
spective of space function and human activity,
and reinterpret the organic integration between
the bookstore space and consumers.

Above All a Cultural Space

Cultural space essentially means a “physical
space, place or site of cultural significance or
nature” (Xiang 2008; Duan et al. 2012), and has
such basic elements as “physical space, people,
cultural activity and interaction” (Xiao 2011). A
bookstore is undoubtedly a cultural place, which
is evident from its books and cultural character-
istics. Consequently, Fang Suo should be above
all a cultural space.

Is Fang Suo a bookstore? Yes, but it is not an
ordinary one. Most of the respondents thought
that “Fang Suo is above all a bookstore, but it
is more than a bookstore”, or “Fang Suo is a
unique bookstore” (C1-5, C8, C10-13, E2). Fang
Suo has a large number of Chinese and English
books, and offers a reading environment to book
lovers while selling books, so it is naturally a
bookstore. Reading is a cultural lifestyle, and a
cultural leisure activity. Visiting Fang Suo is al-
ways accompanied by “expectation for and im-
mersion in reading,” (C8, C11) so possibly ca-
sual browsing can arouse people’s desire for read-
ing. Fang Suo also has the attributes of cultural
display and dissemination inherent in bookstores,
where bestsellers and imported books not only
disseminate cultural information but also lead
cultural trends and build cultural awareness. Fang
Suo is unique in that it has more things that seem
irrelevant to books, and their existence adds to
the cultural atmosphere. The attribute of Fang
Suo as a cultural space is also shown in how its
culture and knowledge sharing space is created.
Fang Suo adheres to the cultural concept of
“sharing”, where an array of exchanges with cul-
tural celebrities connect the bookstore’s interior
space with social and cultural activities closely.
Since its opening, Fang Suo has seen nearly 200
lectures of the “Creator Live” series that featured
both individualized marginal scholars and famous
forefront writers. Celebrities like Ma Jiahui, Ye
Si, Chai Jing and Liang Wendao have enriched
this cultural space with their own cultural phi-
losophies. These cultural activities have caught
the eyes of the whole city and improve the cul-
tural quality of the whole city. Therefore, the at-
tribute of Fang Suo as a cultural space is reflect-
ed not only in the bookstore itself, but also in
the cultural exchange and dissemination platform
it provides to the city.
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Leisure Space with Diversified Activities

Reading and drinking coffee are the main lei-
sure activities at Fang Suo, in which reading is
the primary activity. At Fang Suo, readers are
everywhere, whether in the corridor or around
the tables, either browsing or reading carefully.
In spacious areas, people simply sit on the floor
for reading. They regard Fang Suo as a good
leisure destination, “I would stay here for two or
three hours on weekends as long as I’m free,
reading for relaxation,” (C4) “I think that Fang
Suo provides another choice of leisure and re-
laxation to Guangzhou residents,” (C5) “visit-
ing the bookstore is a form of spiritual consola-
tion that offers a short relaxation time to urban
residents.” (C11) The artistic atmosphere and
comfort of the Fang Suo space improve readers’
leisure experiences.

The open cafe of Fang Suo is an important
leisure space. Here, you can see consumers sit-
ting together in groups of two or three, chatting,
reading or even doing nothing alone. The es-
sential attribute of the cafe as a leisure space is
also shown at Fang Suo. Soft background music
and coffee brewed on the spot give people a
tasteful yet quiet leisure experience. Several re-
spondents expressed similar feelings. For exam-
ple, a customer with an IT background thought,
“it feels comfortable at the cafe of Fang Suo,
where I can both taste coffee and be immersed
in a sea of books. This is a unique experience”
(C11). A postgraduate also thought, “Though
coffee is a bit expensive, it is worth a try” (C9). A
staff member at Fang Suo affirmed, “An HSBC
sub-branch is just upstairs. They often come here
for coffee and would rest with colleagues after
lunch” (E1). Visitors include nearby office work-
ers and strollers. Some people even stay here for
an entire afternoon to “kill time”.

At Fang Suo, the flow of people is very obvi-
ous. Many people visit Fang Suo as strollers.
People who have just shopped a lot at TaiKoo
Hui can be seen here carrying bags of varying
sizes. Fang Suo seems to be a must-visit for shop-
pers at TaiKoo Hui, whether local or non-local.
In this sense, Fang Suo is more like a leisure
space as a “tourist destination”. In addition, fam-
ilies or people with kids are often seen at Fang
Suo. There are dedicated children’s reading and
playing zones at Fang Suo, making it an attrac-
tion to kids and a leisure place for families.

Although the cafe of Fang Suo is an exchange
space, Fang Suo is not a typical space for social
networking. “I always read alone and hardly

notice anyone else” (C3). People’s social behav-
ior is mostly limited to the cafe. It can be seen
that social behavior does exist to some extent at
Fang Suo as a leisure space, but more readers
just read quietly and shoppers just shop “quiet-
ly”. “I once saw someone chatting up a strang-
er, but this is occasional. Most people simply
read alone” (C5). Social networking occurs rare-
ly among readers, and between readers and the
“bookstore editor”. “Bookstore editors” refer to
book purchasing assistants and administrators
at Fang Suo. They are well educated, like read-
ing, and have done extensive reading. Their re-
sponsibility is to choose good books, and con-
sider “where a good book should be best placed
for its potential audience”, thereby guiding and
inspiring readers.

Multifunctional Consumption Space

Modern people pursue cultural consumption.
Fang Suo has not only cultural products, includ-
ing books and creative works, but also subjects
of material consumption, including EXCEPTION
de MIXMIND and coffee, being a typical space
with both cultural consumption and material con-
sumption. Fang Suo’s multimode operations
make it a multifunctional consumption space.

A consumption space is shaped by consum-
ers and their consumption behavior, and reflects
a certain consumption culture (Lin et al. 2011).
Consumption in the Fang Suo space seems to be
double-sense consumption with both function-
ality and symbolism. First, Fang Suo has a differ-
entiated advantage over other bookstores for its
books. The body of Taiwan-published books,
original foreign books, and literature and art
books here attracts a large number of “readers
with some attainment in human culture”. Except
their external value in use, these books have a
symbolic value that lies not only in their cultural
significance but also in the status and taste of
readers implied by them. Second, EXCEPTION
de MIXMIND is a design brand well known both
at home and abroad, and its value of fashion and
taste is even higher than its value in use in a
way. In addition, drinking coffee has long been a
leisure activity after busy work, and coffee rep-
resents the leisurely and quiet modern lifestyle
itself. As a result, Fang Suo is a combination of
symbolic and functional consumption as a con-
sumption space, and the interaction between the
symbolic and consumption spaces is especially
important here.
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In the meantime, Fang Suo is located at TaiK-
oo Hui, which is a gathering place of luxury
brands, which filters its consumer population.
As an executive of Fang Suo said, “At such a
mall, you can actually lock down people in the
upper half of the pyramid, because TaiKoo Hui
has a filtering function itself” (M1). “Thanks to
this platform, customers coming here should
have a certain level of buying power” (E1). Fang
Suo is also oriented to the population with strong
buying power, yet this population is not equal to
the reader population. Commodities at Fang Suo,
including books, are relatively expensive, and
some creative works are “incredibly” expensive.
Students with weak buying power would think,
“Things at Fang Suo are too expensive, so I
always treat them as artworks. A small note-
book takes over RMB100. I just take a look”
(C13), or “Although Fang Suo arouses my de-
sire to buy books, I would still buy them online
at home” (C2). The mismatch between the con-
sumption space and consumers is also a unique
point of Fang Suo.

Integration of Multiple Spaces

In the study, several statements in the focus
group describe the diversity and organic inte-
gration of the Fang Suo space very well. “They
are all funny. Children would sit with parents
reading, and undergraduates would spend a
whole day there. A very interesting point is that
they are at ease and won’t think that they do
not belong to this environment. Customers buy-
ing clothes would also buy books and visit
bookshelves here. There is a harmonious atmo-
sphere here in which all people coexist without
interfering with one another” (M2), “This is a
harmonious space, and everyone is very casu-
al” (S1), “Fang Suo is a particularly interest-
ing space, in which you can see many things. In
fact, a bookstore is run in quite a different way
from an apparel store or exhibition. However,
everything is especially harmonious in this
space. In fact, we are very eager to sit for a while
at Fang Suo or just to see what those people are
doing” (S2). The diversity of the Fang Suo space
is shown in its combination of cultural, leisure
and consumption spaces, but these three space
forms are not separated but integrated organi-
cally. The cultural space is also a cultural and
leisure space, and a cultural consumption space,
and the leisure space is also a leisure consump-
tion space. The combination of leisure and

consumption also reflects the cultural signifi-
cance of the space, both a leisure culture and a
consumption culture. The space is harmonious
itself, and spatial behavior is also interference
free. Even different subjects of spatial behavior
“foil one another” shaped the diversity, harmo-
ny and comfort of the Fang Suo space together.

Multiple Interactions: People and Their
Spatial Behavior

The diversity of the Fang Suo space relies
on the space-consuming population and its com-
plex spatial behavior, where people would carry
out spatial activities, including culture, leisure
and consumption, in such a combined space as
Fang Suo Does the space concept of Fang Suo
cater for specific needs of a group or several
groups of people? What are their motives? This
study attempts to answer the above questions
based on analysis, observation and interview
information.

Fang Suo defines customers as two circles,
where the core circle is composed of “readers
with a reading habit”, including “cultural and art
workers, creators, and cultural elites with high
sensitivity to information, a strong thirst for
knowledge and independent propositions for life
aesthetics”, while the extended outer circle is
composed of “citizens interested in learning and
culture, and white-collar and office workers”. It
has been found that though these definitions
are somewhat generic, Fang Suo’s consumer
positioning highly coincides with reality.

Although Fang Suo’s consumer population
is very diverse, they have some points in com-
mon. For example, young people are the majori-
ty, and this population includes well-paid peo-
ple, such as intellectuals, bourgeoisies and white-
collar workers, and well-educated people, such
as literary youth, students and teachers. There
are also some children and old people. In terms
of spatial behavior, the population of the Fang
Suo space can be roughly divided into five cate-
gories, that is, “readers”, “activists”, “strollers”,
“leisure takers” and “shoppers” (as shown in
Table 2). These categories may overlap but their
boundaries are relatively clear. They are using
and shaping different spaces, and their spatial
behavior makes the boundaries of the space
forms vague while shaping these forms, as shown
in Figure 2.
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These are people who truly want to read at Fang
Suo. In their eyes, Fang Suo is above all a
bookstore. They love reading, like the
environment and atmosphere here, and may
stay here for a whole afternoon or even a day,
browsing favorite books; they don’t care about
people and other things around, and their
activity space is the corridor mainly.

These are people who attend events at Fang Suo,
including lectures, exhibitions, and book signing
and selling. They pay close attention to event
information platforms of Fang Suo, such as
douban.com/122554 and weibo.com/
fangsuocommune. They always choose events
of interesting topics.

They are a group of “flowing people” at Fang
Suo, mostly first-time visitors, attracted by its
reputation or taking friends to a visit. They
stroll in all spaces of Fang Suo, feeling that
everything is fresh, as if every vivid design
detail can surprise them. They usually have
short stays of within one hour, which may turn
them into readers, activists or leisure takers; of
course, there are many tourists among them.

They regard this as a leisure space, in which the
cafe is their first choice, though some people
read for leisure here. Most of them come here
for leisure and regard Fang Suo as a fresh,
literary leisure place. They may order a cup of
Mocca or cappuccino, and chat with friends or
stay alone, watching people and things around.
Drinking coffee also means consumption.

They are main income source for Fang Suo; they
regard it as a fashionable consumption space,
including clothes of EXCEPTION de
MIXMIND, exquisite artworks and even books;
relatively, they are richer and have stronger
buying power; their activity areas are mostly
the EXCEPTION de MIXMIND store and the
aesthetic life zone; for them, consumption here
is a symbol of fashion and taste.

“I go there for reading only,
because I like its environment,
which is comfortable. I would
stay here for two or three hours
each time. I don’t like their
activities, which are too
crowded.” (C3)”I visit Fang
Suo simply for reading and
picking books.” (C10)

“I would go there whenever there
is any interesting event, and
leave once the event is over.”
(C2)”I want to work at Fang
Suo, so that I don’t have to
attend lectures in a crowded
space.” (C5)

“I’m coming for the first time,
and I come here because I
heard that it was a bourgeois
place.” (C14) “When I came
to Guangzhou, I heard that
there was a classical bookstore
in the city, so I visit it together
with schoolmates. I do like this
place.” (C8)

“After a day’s work, I often come
here for afternoon tea and rest.
That’s truly relaxing.”
(C11)”Fang Suo’s coffee is
good and distinctive, all being
my favorite black coffee.”
(C12)”It is good to read or
do nothing here as well.” (C7)

“Fang Suo’s cash revenue is
mainly from this high-
consumption group of
people.” (S1)”Fang Suo’s
consumer population already
includes a higher-end group.”
(S2)

Readers

Activists

Strollers

Leisure
Takers

Shoppers

Cultural
 space
Consumption
  space

Cultural
  space

Leisure
  space

Leisure space
Consumption
  space

Consumption
  space

Table 2: Categories of people in the Fang Suo space and their spatial behavior

Category Belonging to Description of spatial behavior Evidence in interview records

Fig. 2. Groups of people in the Fang Suo space and spaces to which they belong
Source: Author
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CONCLUSION

This study reveals social reality and mass
culture through the microscopic interpretation
of a special space from an anthropological per-
spective. In this age of mass leisure and post-
modern consumption, lifestyle has changed, and
modern people’s leisure and consumption needs
can no longer be met by a single space, thereby
giving rise to urban new-type public spaces. As
an urban new-type public space, Fang Suo repre-
sents a combination of spatial function and de-
sign, as its functional zones do not correspond
completely with its physical zones, there are no
clear physical boundaries among these zones, and
the irregular zones lead to the integration of di-
versified spaces including the bookstore, which
becomes a cultural space for knowledge sharing
and dissemination, there is a leisure space for read-
ing, drinking coffee, strolling, family leisure, and
there is also a multimode consumption space for
both cultural and material consumption. Different
spaces overlap and are organically integrated, and
the whole space is also harmonious.

In the meantime, the multiple space attributes
provide people’s activities in the space with ad-
equate “behavioral support”. In terms of spatial
behavior and space consumption motive, the
population in the diversified Fang Suo space is
roughly divided into the five categories of “read-
ers”, “activists”, “strollers”, “leisure takers” and
“shoppers”. This classification is just a simple
grouping and description of different actors in
the Fang Suo space, and is obviously inconsis-
tent with the classification of people based on
behavior and activity in a strict sense in leisure
studies. These categories may overlap but their
boundaries are relatively clear. They are using
and shaping different spaces, and their spatial
behavior makes the boundaries of the space
forms vague while shaping these forms. Their
spatial planning may be converted at different
moments.

RECOMMENDATIONS

This article is limited to the interpretation of
the Fang Suo space and the analysis of people’s
behavior in this space only. It should also be
discussed how the space is consumed in peo-
ple’s interactions. The public space at Fang Suo
is not only a physical space created by spatial
design and commodity portfolio, but also a so-

cial space created by consumer activities. The
consumption of space includes both the physi-
cal and social spaces. Lefebvre believes that like
other commodities, space can be produced and
consumed. With the commercialization of space
in consumption society and the extension of
consumption implications, urban space has been
included in the “production-consumption sys-
tem” of consumption society. Urban spaces are
not just places where consumption activities take
place, but the consumption of spaces themselves
is also becoming a prominent phenomenon of
consumption society. This is driven by the so-
phistication of the commodity housing market,
people’s attention to the environmental quality
of urban spaces, and the growth of space visual
and experience consumption. Studies on bars
reveal that frequent customers of bars come not
for alcoholic drinks but for space experiences,
taste of life, exotic culture and non-routine cul-
ture. Although relevant studies give similar con-
clusions, they do not interpret the internal logic
and social significance of space consumption.
Further studies should discuss how urban new-
type public spaces like Fang Suo are consumed
from the perspective of space consumption.
What do consumers gain through the consump-
tion of space, or what does the consumption of
space mean for consumers? What social signifi-
cance is held? These are also what the research-
er is going to make clear.

NOTES

1. This paper was initially presented at the Fourth In-
ternational Conference on Applications of Anthro-
pology in Business, May 24-25, 2015, Tianjin, Chi-
na. This is a revised and updated new version.

2. This study was supported by the grand from the
National Natural Science Foundation of China (to
SUN Jiu-xia) (No. 41171124).
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